THANK YOU
Thank you for supporting the 2010 Perth Festival Education Program and providing
your lucky students with a Festival experience. We are very pleased to be able to
offer you this resource pack in conjunction with your attendance of Victoria Vesna &
James Gimzewski: Nanomandala.
This document is designed to support you in the role of facilitating learning and
organising Festival excursions. It is highly recommended that students know some
background information about the performance before they attend.
Should you have any feedback or queries, please contact me on 6488 8636 or at
schools@perthfestival.com.au. You will also find up-to-date information on our
website perthfestival.com.au/schools.
I look forward to hearing from you soon and truly hope you and your students have
an unforgettable Festival.
Kind regards,

Mandy Hawkhead
Perth Festival Education Officer
PS Don’t miss the chance to hear artists and scientists working in the field of
nanotechnology speak about their research, artwork and collaborations at John
Curtin Gallery on Sun 7 Feb, 10am.
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Overview:
The exhibition: art in the age of nanotechnology
The Artists: Victoria Vesna (USA) & James Gimzewski (UK-USA)/Paul Thomas
(Aust) & Kevin Raxworthy (Aust)/Boo Chapple (Aust) /Christa Sommerer (Austria) &
Laurent Mignonneau (France)/Mike Phillips (UK)
Venue: John Curtin Gallery, Curtin University of Technology, Building 200 (opposite
Ambrosia Café), Kent Street Bentley, WA
Learning Links: art, science, technology and mathematics
Themes: art, science, technology, scale, looking, listening and feeling
Suitability: Middle to Upper Primary and Secondary Students
Curator: Chris Malcolm, Director, John Curtin Gallery
Following a career in painting, Chris Malcolm’s interest in curating and electronic arts
has led him to play a fundamental role at the John Curtin Gallery in becoming a
centre for excellence in the presentation of Electronic Art. As one of its Founding
Curators, Malcolm was a key figure in the establishment of the Biennale of Electronic
Arts Perth (BEAP).
Chris has recognised the need to address the widespread disparity in display
standards adversely affecting audience perceptions of new media art. Implementing
state of the art technology for exhibition display at the John Curtin Gallery, he has
developed an international reputation for presenting new media art to
uncompromising standards. Additional to his role as Director of the John Curtin
Gallery, Malcolm is also Curator and responsible for all exhibition design and
installation.
Among the exhibitions he has curated – including three acclaimed BEAP exhibitions:
Immersion (2002), Perceptual Difference (2004) and impermanence (2007) – he has
presented many Australian and world premieres of projects by artists from around
the world including Char Davies, Ken Rinaldo, Victoria Vesna and Bill Viola.
Chris is currently using his skills as a key partner in the development of a major
public art project using intelligent architecture for the new Resource and Chemistry
Precinct at Curtin University which opened in November 2009.

This teacher's pack was compiled with the assistance of Mitchell Goddin.

About art in the age of nanotechnology
Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology is a relatively new direction in modern science.
The National Science Foundation loosely defines nanotech/science as:
Research and technology development at the atomic, molecular or
macromolecular levels, in the length scale of approximately 1-100 nanometer
range, to provide a fundamental understanding of phenomena and materials at
the nanoscale and to create and use structures, devices and systems that have
novel properties and functions because of their small and /or intermediate size.
(Spector, T, 2008; p348)
Nanotechnologies are concerned with materials and systems whose structures and
components exhibit novel and significantly improved physical, chemical, and
biological properties, phenomena, and processes due to their nanoscale size. They
work at the molecular level, atom by atom, to create large structures with
fundamentally new molecular organisation.
Nanoart defines a new artistic field that started in the beginning of the twenty-first
century. It creates a strong relationship between art and nanotechnology. Nanoart is
an artistic movement that uses properties, images and knowledges of the
nanotechnological universe in order to realise artworks. (Raimondi, S; 2009)
Nanoart uses nanotechnology as both a medium of artistic production and as the
beginning point of an original thinking on the contemporary. For this reason Nanoart
uses different expressive media: video, photography, sculpture and music
installation. Technology offers the artist new sceneries, situations, spaces and
media. (Raimondi, S; 2009)
Some artists have begun to probe the interconnections of art and nanotechnology,
primarily focusing on the technologies for “seeing” at the nanoscale and on scale
itself. These technologies include the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) and the
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). (Spector, T, 2008; p348)

art in the age of nanotechnology
The unique works developed for art in the age of nanotechnology operate at the
intersection of art, science and technology, demonstrating innovative examples of
contemporary art and scientific collaboration.
Nanotechnology brings our understanding of scale to the most exacting research
with high precision instruments, and sets up challenges for artistic intervention.
art in the age of nanotechnology features a series of collaborative projects designed
to challenge, explore and critique our understanding of the material world.
“Collaboration between the arts and sciences has the potential to create new
knowledge, ideas and processes beneficial to both fields. Artists and scientists
approach creativity, exploration and research in different ways and from
different perspectives; when working together they open up new ways of
seeing, experiencing and interpreting the world around us".
(http://www.synapse.net.au/; accessed 30 October 2009)

For this exhibition the John Curtin Gallery has brought together artists and scientists
from around the world to present new ways of seeing, sensing and connecting with
matter that is miniscule and abstract. They speculate and explore the ‘nano world’
in an attempt to broaden our understanding of the physical world and our ability to
anticipate what the future may hold.

Visiting the John Curtin Gallery
The John Curtin Gallery is situated on the Bentley campus of Curtin University of
Technology. It is a public gallery and is visited by the staff and students of the
University as well as the wider community.
The Gallery often hosts University events and functions in the foyer so we ask that
all large groups intending to visit the Gallery lets reception know of their anticipated
arrival so that the group can be accommodated.
Please be aware that members of the public may also be in the Gallery at the same
time as your groups so we ask that you be considerate of other visitors.
Photography or any other forms of recording is not permitted in any parts of the
Gallery.
Generally, exhibited art works are not to be touched, except when directed to do so.
Large bags, umbrellas, jackets etc must be left at reception.
All parts of Gallery including toilets have wheelchair access.

The Artists and their work
Victoria Vesna + James Gimzewski
Nanomandala, 2003
http://www.nisenet.org/artnano/artists/vesna/

http://nano.arts.ucla.edu/mandala/mandala.php
Curriculum Links:
 The Arts: Arts Responses, Arts in Society Arts Skills and Processes
 Science: Earth and Beyond
 Society and Environment: Culture
 Mathematics: Measurement, Space
 Technology and Enterprise: all outcomes
Activity:
Although this work is interactive – visitors are encouraged to gently run their fingers
through the sand. The Nanomandala is almost a full body experience, with visitors
engaging four of the five senses (not taste). The full cycle of the work runs for 15
minutes and can be entered at any point in the cycle although best appreciated
when the full 15 minutes is experienced.

Nanomandala by Victoria Vesna in collaboration with nanoscientist James Gimzewski and Tibetan
Buddhist monks from the Gaden Lhopa Khangsten monastery, 2003, installation detail

Artists’ Statement:
Nanomandala consists of a 15min video projected onto a disk of sand, 8 feet in
diameter. Visitors touch the sand as oscillating images of the molecular structure of
a single grain of sand obtained via a scanning electron microscope (SEM). These
images are projected to reveal the recognisable image of the complete mandala, and
then back again. This coming together of art, science, and technology is a modern
interpretation of an ancient tradition that consecrates the planet and its inhabitants
to bring about purification and healing.
Inspired by watching the nanoscientist at work, purposefully arranging atoms just as
the monk laboriously creates sand images grain by grain, this work brings together
the Eastern and Western minds through a shared process centered on patience. Both
cultures use these bottom-up building practices to create a complex picture of the
world from extremely different perspectives.
The mandala was created by Tibetan Buddhist monks from the Gaden Lhopa
Khangsten Monastery in India, in conjunction with the Circle of Bliss exhibition on
Nepalese and Tibetan Art at the LA County Museum of Art.

Tibetan Buddhist monks from the Gaden Lhopa Khangsten constructing a mandala

To compliment the video, sound artist Anne Niemetz has developed a meditative
sound scape in 3 major parts:
Part 1 The Ocean, where nano and monks met
Part 2 The scratching sound of the special tool used and prayer bells
Part 3 Chanting, by the monks from the Gaden Lhopa Khangsten Monastery
Biographies
Victoria Vesna is a media artist, Professor at the Department of Design | Media
Arts at the UCLA School of the Arts. She is also Director of the recently established
UCLA Art|Sci center and the UC Digital Arts Research Network. Her work can be
defined as experimental creative research that resides between disciplines and
technologies. She explores how communication technologies affect collective
behavior and how perceptions of identity shift in relation to scientific innovation. Her
most recent installations -- Blue Morph, Mood Swings and Water Bowls, all aim to
raise consciousness around the issues of our relationship to natural systems. Other
notable works are Bodies INCorporated, Datamining Bodies, n0time and Cellular
Trans_Actions.
Victoria has exhibited her work in 18 solo exhibitions, over 70 group shows,
published 20+ papers and gave a 100+ invited talks in the last decade. She is
recipient of many grants, commissions and awards, including the Oscar Signorini
award for best net artwork in 1998 and the Cine Golden Eagle for best scientific
documentary in 1986. Vesna's work has received notice in numerous publications
such as Art in America, National Geographic, the Los Angeles Times, Spiegel
(Germany), The Irish Times (Ireland), Tema Celeste (Italy), and Veredas (Brazil)
and appears in a number of book chapters on media arts. She holds a PhD from the
University of Wales and is the North American editor of AI & Society and author of
Database Aesthetics.
Jim Gimzewski is a Distinguished Professor of Chemistry at the University of
California, Los Angeles; Director of the Nano & Pico Characterization Core Facility of

the California NanoSystems Institute; Scientific Director of the Art|Sci Center and
Principal Investigator and Satellites Co-Director of the WPI Center for Materials
NanoArchitectonics (MANA) in Japan. Prior to joining the UCLA faculty, he was a
group leader at IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, where he conducted research on
nanoscale science and technology for more than 18 years. Dr. Gimzewski pioneered
research on mechanical and electrical contacts with single atoms and molecules
using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and was one of the first persons to
image molecules with STM. His accomplishments include the first STM-based
fabrication of molecular suprastructures at room temperature using mechanical
forces to push molecules across surfaces, the discovery of single molecule rotors and
the development of new micromechanical sensors based on nanotechnology, which
explore ultimate limits of sensitivity and measurement. This approach was recently
used to convert biochemical recognition into Nanomechanics. His current interests
are in the nanomechanics of cells and bacteria where he collaborates with the UCLA
Medical and Dental Schools. He is involved in projects that range from the operation
of X-rays, ions and nuclear fusion using pyroelectric crystals, direct deposition of
carbonn nanotubes and single molecule DNA profiling. Dr. Gimzewski is also involved
in numerous art-science collaborative projects that have been exhibited in museums
throughout the world.

Boo Chapple
Transjuicer, 2010
www.residualsoup.org
Curriculum Links:
 The Arts: Arts Responses, Arts Skills and Processes
 Science: Life and Living
 Technology and Enterprise: all outcomes
Activity:
This work is presented in three sections, each section has a monitor, headphones
and a display of the bone speaker mechanism. Three students put on the
headphones to listen to the sounds that the bone speakers make. Other students
can look at the video monitors and the bone speaker mechanisms that will also be
on display. Viewing or experiencing this work in smaller groups is preferred and
some patience will be required.

Artist’s Statement:
Can you hear the Femur Play?
Bone audio speakers at the nano scale.
Over the past three years Boo Chapple
has been working on a project to make
audio speakers out of bone. The
development of this project involved
working with the piezoelectric nature of
the bone matrix in order to cause bone
to vibrate in such a way as to generate
audible sound.
Ongoing research and the presentation
of Transjuicer has been motivated by
the artist’s desire to investigate
phenomena occurring beyond our
human capacity to sense, and to
amplify these interactions in such a way
that they are able to be effectively
experienced at the human scale.
For Boo, the process of making the
bone speakers developed into enacting
and reflecting on the use of body parts
as technological components.
Boo Chapple, Bone Transformation, 2004-2006 and ongoing

Biography
Boo Chapple is an Australian artist whose conceptually driven practice has been
enacted across a diverse range of media including sound (installation, performance,
design), performance installation, video, and art/science projects. In the past she
worked as a sound artist, technician and tour manager on a number of theatre
based performance projects and since 2004 she has maintained an interdisciplinary
teaching practice (Media, Industrial Design, Art/Science).
In 2006 she completed a year’s residency at SymbioticA funded by the New Media
Board of the Australia Council and in 2007-08 she undertook at 12 month residency
at the Design Research Institute, RMIT, funded by an Arts Innovation grant from
Arts Victoria. In 2009, Boo taught the annual Vivo Arts Course at the Art and
Genomics Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands.
Boo has received several sound commissions (ABC/The Listening Room, Performance
Space) and exhibited work in national and international contexts, including Ars
Electronica (A Rat’s Tale, 2007), the Beijing Biennale of Architecture (Parametric
F l e s h , 2004), the San Francisco MoMA (i S o n g , 2003) and Enter3, Prague
(Rebreathe, 2007). She has been an invited panelist at the Whitney Museum, an
invited speaker for Upgrade! at Eyebeam, NYC and presented work at numerous
national and international art events and conferences.
Her writing and art projects have been published in Leonardo Journal, Aminima, Art
of the Biotech Era (M. Pandilovski ed.) and Plastic Green (P. Ednie-Brown ed.). Boo
holds a Masters in Design from RMIT University and is currently working towards an
MFA at Stanford.

Christa Sommerer & Laurent Mignonneau
Nano-Scape, 2002
www.interface.ufg.ac.at/christa-laurent/

Curriculum Links:
 The Arts: Arts Responses, Arts Skills and Processes
 Science: Energy and Change
 Technology and Enterprise: all outcomes
Activity:
Only a few people at one time can experience this work, so patience is required. Use
slow gentle movements and concentrate on what you are feeling through your
hands. It may take a few minutes to get used to, so take the time to become
familiar with the sensations and the experience.
Artists’ Statement
Nano-Sc ape tries to make
the nano-world accessible
through touch. A wireless
magnetic
force-feedback
interface allows users to touch
invisible nano particles,
creating an ever-changing
invisible sculpture, which
modifies its shape and
properties as users interact
with it and with each other.
Users wear magnetic ring
interfaces that are made of
strong permanent magnets.
When users move their hands
over the tables of the
installation, strong magnetic

Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau, three people interact
with the Nano-Scape System

forces, repulsion, attraction and even slight
shock can be felt. As users try to comprehend
the structure of this invisible sculpture through
touch, its shape changes and varies, as a direct
result of the user’s hand positions and
frequency of movements.
The invisible sculpture also takes into account
other user’s interaction forces. These forces are
calculated through a simplified atomic force
simulation, modelled on ‘Vander Waals forces’.
This allows us to model simultaneous interaction
influences of various users onto an overall
collective shape.
Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau,
Nano-Scape system diagram

Biography
Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau
Sommerer and Mignonneau are internationally renowned media artists and
researchers, they have jointly created around 20 interactive artworks, which can be
found at http://www.interface.ufg.ac.at/christa-laurent.
These artworks have been shown in around 200 exhibitions world-wide and are
installed in media museums and media collections around the world, including the
Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam, the Museum of Science and Industries in Tokyo,
the Media Museum of the ZKM in Karlsruhe, the Cartier Foundation in Paris, the Ars
Electronica Center in Linz, the NTT-ICC Museum in Tokyo, the NTT Plan-Net in
Nagoya, Japan, the Shiroishi Multimedia Art Center in Shiroishi, Japan, the HOUSEOF-SHISEIDO in Tokyo and the ITAU CULTURAL Foundation in Sao Paulo.
Mignonneau and Sommerer’s interactive artworks have been called "epoch making"
(Toshiharu Itoh, NTT-ICC museum Tokyo) for developing natural and intuitive
interfaces and for often applying scientific principles such as artificial life, complexity
and generative systems to their innovative interface designs. They have won mayor
international media awards, among others the "Golden Nica" Prix Ars Electronica
Award for Interactive Art 1994 (Linz, Austria).
Mignonneau and Sommerer have published on Artificial Life, Complexity, interactivity
and interface design and have lectured extensively at universities, international
conferences, and symposia. They worked as researchers and professors at ATR
Research Labs in Kyoto Japan and at IAMAS in Ogaki Japan for 10 years and are
currently heading the department for Interface Cultures at the University of Art and
Design in Linz, Austria which specializes in interactive art, interactive media and
interface design.

Paul Thomas & Kevin Raxworthy
Nano_essence, 2009
www.visiblespace.com
Curriculum Links:
 The Arts: Arts Responses, Arts Skills and Processes
 Science: Life and Living
 Technology and Enterprise: all outcomes
Activity:
One student at a time lightly blows, or breathes, onto the Nano-essence interface.
This will activate the living cells within the computer program. While one person
interacts with this work at a time other students can view the projection while they
wait patiently for their turn.

Paul Thomas and Kevin Raxworthy, Nano-essence
breath interface, 2009, image courtesy of the Artists

Paul Thomas and Kevin Raxworthy, Nano-essence
screen capture, 2009, image courtesy of the Artists

Artist’s Statement:
In Nano_essence a single skin cell is analysed with an Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) to explore comparisons between, life and death at a nano level. The
humanistic discourse concerning life is now being challenged by nanotechnological
research that brings into question the concepts of what constitutes living.
The space of the body can be seen at an atomic level as having no defining
boundaries. The proposal for nanotechnology to reshape nature atom by atom
develops an interesting debate as to the constitution of life. The Nanoessence
project aims to construct a physical experience to examine a spatial envelope
between the scientific and metaphysical world.
Nano_essence is an interactive audio-visual installation where the viewer interfaces
with the visual and sonic presentation through his or her own breath. In the context
of the project breath has a strong conceptual and metaphorical link to a Biblical
inception of life. The project attempts to maintain a high quality of authentic data to
engage the viewer in a sensorial qualitative experience of quantitative data.
The Nanoessence project research is based on data gathered as part of a residency
at SymbioticA, Centre of Excellence in Biological Arts, University of Western Australia
and the Nanochemistry Research Institute, (NRI) Curtin University of Technology.

Paul Thomas and Kevin Raxworthy, Nano-essence screen captures, 2009, image courtesy of the Artists

Biographies
Paul Thomas
Dr Paul Thomas is Senior Lecturer and Coordinator of the Studio Electronic Arts
(SEA) at Curtin University of Technology. Thomas has been working in the area of
electronic arts since 1981 when he co-founded the group Media-Space. Media-Space
was part of the first global link up with artists connected to ARTEX. From 19811986 the group was involved in a number of collaborative exhibitions and was
instrumental in the establishment of a substantial body of research. In 2000, he
founded the Biennale of Electronic Arts Perth. Paul’s current research project
Nano_essence explores the space between life and death at a nano level. The
project is part of an ongoing collaboration with the Nano Research Institute, Curtin
University of Technology and SymbioticA at the University of Western Australia.
Thomas is also currently working on an intelligent architecture project for the Curtin
Mineral and Chemistry Research Precinct Public art project. The art project will be
integrated into the two new buildings that will form the Resource and Chemistry
Precinct. Paul is the co-chair of the Re:live media art history conference 2009. Paul
is a practicing electronic artist whose work has exhibited internationally and can be
seen on his website www.visiblespace.com.
Kevin Raxworthy
Kevin Raxworthy is Senior Technician in the Studio of Electronic Arts (SEA) at Curtin
University of Technology. Raxworthy has been working in the area of media art since
1983. He was the technical support officer for the Biennale of Electronic Art Perth
2002 and 2004. Kevin has been working in collaboration with Paul Thomas on the
Midas Project that was exhibited at Enter 3 Prague in 2007.

Mike Phillips
“A MOTE IT IS…”, 2009
An invisible work.

Curriculum Links:
 The Arts: Arts Responses, Arts Skills and Processes
 Science: Life and Living
 Technology and Enterprise: all outcomes
Activity:
This work is not interactive as such but the video projection will react to the
audience. “A MOTE IT IS…” is linked to a retina scanning sensor. As a result the
projection on screen becomes inactive when you look directly at it, however, the
image comes back when you look at it through your peripheral vision. Multiple
students can view this work at once, however, smaller groups would be preferred, as
this will allow students to properly experience the intricacies of the work.

Mike Phillips, A Mote Eye, 2009, image courtesy
of the Artist

Mike Phillips, “A Mote it is…1”, 2009, image courtesy
of the Artists

Artist’s Statement
“A mote it is to trouble the mind's eye.”1
These are words spoken by Horartio to describe the ghost of Hamlet’s father. In this
Shakespearian play the ghost is seen but not believed and one is left to wonder if it
is just the seeing of it that makes it real - its existence totally dependent on the
desire of the viewer to see it. The ‘mote’ or speck of dust in the mind of the
beholder both creates the illusion and convinces us that what we see is real.
Something just out of the corner of our minds eye, those little flecks magnified by
our desire to see more clearly. Yet the harder we look the more blurred our vision
becomes.
A ‘mote’ is both a noun and a verb, Middle English with Indo-European roots which
has early Christian origins, it describes the smallest thing possible and empowers it
with the ability to conjure something into being (so mote it be...). This dual state of
becoming and being (even if infinitesimally tiny) render it a powerful talisman in the
context of nanotechnology.
Throughout the last Century we were reintroduced to the idea of an invisible world.
The development of sensing technologies allowed us to sense things in the world
that we were unaware of (or maybe things we had just forgotten about?). The

invisible ‘Hertzian’ landscape was made accessible through instruments that could
measure, record and broadcast our fears and desires. Our radios, televisions and
mobile phones revealed a parallel world that surrounds us. These instruments endow
us with powers that in previous centuries would have been deemed occult or magic.
Our Twenty-First Century ‘magic’ instruments mark a dramatic shift from the
hegemony of the eye to a reliance on technologies that do our seeing for us - things
so big, small or invisible that it takes a leap of faith to believe they are really there.
Our view of the ‘real world’ is increasingly understood through images made of data
that are felt rather than seen. What we know and what we see is not the same
thing, if you see what I mean? The worrying thing is that for a long time we thought
the invisible world was made of layers of transparent electromagnetic fields, now
through technologies such as the Atomic Force Microscope2 we are faced with the
reality that the invisible is actually what constitutes our material world. We can
reach out and touch it!
It is our relationship with these technologies that troubles the mind’s eye. Our ability
to shift scales, from the smallest thing to the largest thing has been described as the
‘Transcalar imaginary’3. In this context Astronomer Carl Sagan describes the Earth
as a “mote of dust, suspended in a sunbeam.”4 The famous image taken from
Voyager 1 in 1990 shows the planet suspended in an infinite Universe. A mote that
seems so large to us, but which is in fact so cosmologically small disturbs our
sensibilities and desire of order in the world - on the scale of 1 to the power of 105,
where are we?
A Mote it is... Technically Speaking:
The whirlwind of data projected within the
gallery is rendered invisible by the gaze of the
viewer. The more we look the more invisible it
becomes, look away and it remerges. A ghost
of the mote can be seen in your peripheral
vision but never head on. The harder we try to
see the truth the less we see.
A Mote it is... is constructed from data
captured by an AFM (Atomic Force
Microscope) from a ‘mote’ or piece of dust
extracted from the artist’s eye. The tiny speck
of dust was scanned by the AFM and the data
incorporated in a dynamic visualisation. A face
recognition system detects the viewer’s gaze
and renders the maelstrom invisible.

Mike Phillips, “A Mote it is…” screen capture, 2009,
image courtesy of the Artist

Notes:
1. Shakespeare, W. Hamlet. Act 1, Scene 1, Line 129.
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_force_microscope
3. http://www.twine.com/twine/12vx9k6qs-2zp/transcalar-imaginary
4. Sagan, C. 1994,Pale Blue Dot, Random House. p6
5. http://www.powersof10.com/.

Bio

www.nascent-research.net
http://www.i-dat.org

www.arch-os.com
www.liquidpress.net
Reader in Digital Art & Technology, University of Plymouth, School of Computing,
Communications & Electronics, Faculty of Technology. Phillips is director of i-DAT
and heads the Nascent Art & Technology Research Group. His transdisciplinary R&D
orbits digital architectures and transmedia publishing, and is manifest in two key
research projects: Arch-OS, an 'Operating System' for contemporary architecture
('software for buildings') and the Liquid Press which explores the evolution and
mutation of publishing and broadcasting technologies.

Glossary
AFM - Atomic Force Microscope
Electromagnetism - The reciprocal relationship that exists between electrical charges
and magnetic fields. The movement of electrical charge in a conductor (an electric
current) produces a magnetic field, and a moving magnetic field in proximity to a
conductor produces an electric current.
Interferometer - any instrument in which the interference of waves (e.g. of light)
from a common source is employed to make precise measurements of (linear or
angular) length or displacement in terms of the wavelength.
Haptic interfaces - (specific to sommerer and mignonneau’s work)
Haptic user interfaces often rely on force – feedback systems to create a strong
sense of reality and immersion when users interact with virtual objects in VR (Virtual
Reality) and MR(??) spaces.
Mote – a speck or particle
Nanometre - is one billionth of a metre.
Oscilloscope - a device for recording oscillations; an electronic instrument in which a
moving spot on the screen of a cathode-ray tube represents by its position the
relationship between two variables, usually a steady or varying signal voltage
(vertically) and time (horizontally), and which is capable of displaying an oscillating
voltage as a stationary trace.
Piezoelectricity – piezoelectricity is the ability of some materials – crystals and
certain ceramics inc. bone – to generate an electric potential in response to applied
mechanical stress. First practical use of piezoelectric devises was sonar – 1917
Proactive Desks - Allows users to handle real objects on an interactive desk that is
linked to a camera tracking system, a linear induction motor under the table and
projected images on the table – when users touch and manipulate some of the
objects on the ‘proactive desk’, these objects react back by vibrating, or by pushing
backwards.
Sine wave - A periodic oscillation of pure and simple form in which the displacement
at any point is proportional to the sine of the phase angle at that point; a wave or
curve resembling (a segment of) this in form.
Sinusoidal - resembling, pursuing, flowing in, the wave-like course of a sinusoid;
having the form of a sinusoid; varying periodically (with time, distance, etc.) as a
sine varies with an angle.
SEM – Scanning Electron Microscope
STM - scanning tunnelling microscopy
van der Waals Force - is the attractive or repulsive force between molecules (or
between parts of the same molecule) other than those due to covalent bonds or to
the electrostatic interaction of ions with one another or with neutral molecules.

Primary School Activity Sheet
Name:

__________________________________

Nanomandala
1. What does the sand feel like?

2. What does it look like?

3. What sounds can you hear?

Transjuicer
1. What other parts of your body do you think you can make speakers
from?

2. What can you hear/what does a bone speaker sound like? (describe
sound)

NanoScape
1. How does it feel?

2. Can you describe the shape that you left/made?

3. Can you draw the shape that you left/made?

Nano-essence
1. What does AFM stand for?

2. What do you do to make the image change?

“Mote it is…”
1. What did you see?

If you made a nano machine draw what it would look like and describe what
it does.

If you could shrink yourself down, down, down to nano size, describe what
you could see if you were inside or on a (choose one)
Leaf
Feather
Dust pan
Glitter
Gemstone
Stone/rock

Secondary School Activity Sheet
Name:

_____________________________

Nanomandala
1. What does a mandala symbolize/signify?
2. How did the Artist use science and technology to produce this?

Transjuicer
1. What other parts of the body could you use to make a speaker?
2. What animal did these bones come from?
3. What animal bone would you use to make a sub woofer?
4. Describe the sound

NanoScape
1. How does it feel?
2. Draw/describe the shape

Nano-essence
1. What does AFM stand for?

“Mote it is…”
1. What did you see?

Where else have you seen art and science combined?

If you could produce a work of art using science and technology; what would
you use and how would you use it?

